THE NEUROSEQUENTIAL MODEL
THE NEUROSEQUENTIAL MODEL OF THERAPEUTICS IS AN APPROACH TO CLINICAL PROBLEM
SOLVING THAT INTEGRATES CORE PRINCIPLES OF NEURODEVELOPMENT AND TRAUMATOLOGY TO
INFORM WORK WITH CLIENTS WHO HAVE EXPERIENCED SIGNIFICANT TRAUMA AND/OR NEGLECT.

The NMT© assessment examines past and current experience and functioning to create an estimate of the timing and severity
of developmental risk that may have influenced brain development. This review helps generate a Functional Brain Map© (visual
representation of the individual's estimated current functioning) and informs the selection and sequencing of developmentally
sensitive interventions.
Sample 11-year-old client NMT Metric©

Typical 11-year-old development

Functional Brain Map©
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Recognizing that stable, well developed lower brain
function is necessary for adequate development of
higher functioning, the recommendations for treatment
are aimed at actual physical development of the brain.
Beginning with the lowest impacted area, the
recommended activities are designed to encourage
neural development. As development progresses, the
recommended activities change to address growth in
higher areas of the brain.
Healthy development depends upon this sequential
mastery of function. An individual with deficits will
struggle to benefit from cortical interventions
(verbal/insight) until the lower areas are encouraged to
develop. The assessment evidence informs the
development of a set of therapeutic activities that meet
a client’s current needs in the social, emotional,
cognitive and physical domains.
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Receiving the appropriate treatment can mean that clients
struggling to succeed in school or work, relationships, and
self-regulation can realistically expect to improve their
lives.
The primary goal of the NMT Metrics© assessment is to
ensure the clinical team is organizing data and planning
treatment in a developmentally sensitive and neurobiologyinformed manner. A full assessment report includes an
explaination of current functioning and detailed
suggestions for treatment.
The Neurosequential Network©
acknowledges that Reba Renner has
completed NMT© Training Certification
through the Phase I level. Arrangements
for assessments with Reba can be made
here. assessments@xparenting.com

Extraordinary Parenting builds hope and resilience in children with high trauma needs and the families, agencies and communities that
serve them. We provide consulting, advocacy, evaluation, intervention and support.

